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1. Introduction
This documentation contains the basic information pertaining the installation process of
SweeterSync and will help you to configure the service. We advise to first install the service to a
test environment, where you can try the features before you do the final setting This is the
recommended approach for the installation process.
You can find more detailed technical information about SweeterSync on our Wiki page:
SweeterSync Wiki page
(Wiki page link: https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/Main_Page)

1.1 What this service can do for you
SweeterSync was created to connect your SuiteCRM-system to your Exchange-server. This
means the service synchronizes SuiteCRM information to Microsoft Outlook and vice-versa.
Your settings of the service manage the synchronization of the modules. You can define which
modules are disabled or enabled to synchronize.
This is an overview of the modules that can be synchronized:

More opportunities offered by SweeterSync:




Enable/disable item deletion in each module – module can be synchronized without
deleting any item
Enable/disable synchronization of single items Group synchronization – SweeterSync
determines to whom e.g. an account should be synchronized based on SuiteCRM's
"assigned to" field
Use impersonated user

and more…
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1.2 How to use this documentation
We recommend to read the entire documentation before you start to install the software.
Readers are encouraged to follow the order specified below:



Section 3 – this section guides you to install the SweeterSync to a Windows server and
configure it during or after the installation process.
Section 2 – this section guides you through the SuiteCRM package installation process
and the custom fields which will be created during the installation.

1.3 Package information
The installation package contains 2 separate installation files:



.zip file – this is the SuiteCRM package
.msi file – this is the Windows installation file

IMPORTANT: Do not unzip the .zip file. The SuiteCRM package needs to be installed as .zip
file.

2. Install SweeterSync to SuiteCRM
We strongly recommend to back-up your SuiteCRM data before you start the installation. Install
SweeterSync to a test environment before it goes to a production system. The installation
process might take some time. Please don’t refresh or close the browser during this process!
The process will be finished after at least 5-10 (or more) minutes, based on the size of data
available in the SuiteCRM database.

2.1 Pre-requisites
To install the SuiteCRM package you must log in to SuiteCRM as an administrator with createfunction-rights. If you don’t have rights to upload files to the server, you won’t be able to
accomplish the installation.

2.2 Package installation
Step 1 – Log in
Please log into SuiteCRM as Administrator and open up the module loader.
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Step 2 – Upload package
IMPORTANT: Do not extract the SweeterSync .zip file! Upload the package
"SweeterSync_X_X.zip" and activate the extension. The following step-by-step description will
guide you through the process.

Step 3 – Chose file
Chose file and hit “open”

Step 4 – Start installation

After hitting "install" a new page will come up - hit “activate” here.

The installation process takes at least 5-10 (or more) minutes, based on the size of data
available in the database. Please be patient until the installation success page comes up
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3. Install SweeterSync Windows Service
Use the MSI-installer that comes with the SweeterSync package to install the SweeterSync
Windows Service. During the process you are able to configure the service to fit your needs.

3.1 Pre-requisites
To install a SweeterSync Windows Service you need to log in as administrator. Your
administrator rights need to include rights to install new services and run applications.

3.2 Package installation
Step 1 – Start the install file
Start the .msi file with administrator rights.

Step 2 – Welcome screen
Start the installation process by following the installation steps indicated on the screen. During
the process you can configure Windows Service to fit your needs. Please visit our Wiki page if
you need more information than provided in this documentation: SweeterSync Wiki page
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Step 3 – Choose destination directory

Step 4 – Choose license type
There are two types of licenses: the 30 days trial version (Trial) and the paid standard license
(Normal). 30 days after the installation of the trial version SweeterSync will stop synchronizing
the data. You can upgrade this type of license anytime you want.
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Step 5 – Accept license agreement
Please select “Accept”

Step 6 – Enter license information (optional)
This page won’t be shown if you selected the Trial license in Step 4. In order to install the
normal (paid) license you must enter the license information provided by us here:
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Step 7 – Configuration
SweeterSync can be configured after the installation process. To configure the service we
recommend to use the SweeterSync Dashboard – see details later.

Step 12 – Finish the installation
After installation is completed you can find the SweeterSync Windows Service in the service
snap-in of Windows.

And you should also see a notification icon (system-tray icon) for SweeterSync Dashboard.
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4. Configuring SweeterSync via Dashboard
SweeterSync Dashboard is a great tool to easily configure the service. This UI provide several
helpers to make the configuration process easier. Be aware every time you modify something
you should save the configuration file and then restart the service. SweeterSync Dashboard
always make a backup from the configuration file before saving. The backup file created to the
same folder where SweeterSync is installed.

4.1 Displaying Dashboard
To display SweeterSync Dashboard simply double click on the SweeterSync icon on the
system-tray. (Or right click the icon and choose “Show Dashboard”.)

Sometimes service controllers have got a time out, because stopping the service can be a very
time consuming process because of the multi-threading technology. In this case the dashboard
in activates the controller buttons. But every time the dashboard is displayed every settings and
statuses are reloading. If a time-out happens you can always close the dashboard and re-open
after the service is restarted or stopped.
In the service tab you can check your configuration settings also. The yellow buttons with two
arrows try to connect to CRM or Exchange with your settings. The result is shown different
colors. You can read detail information about the connection (after you clicked on that yellow
button) in the last log entries textbox at the bottom of the window. In this case the log entries is
cleared, but you can reload it any time:
And finally you can get the latest entries from the SweeterSync log file. The log entries won’t
refresh automatically. To get the latest entries you should click on the “Get latest log entries”
button.
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4.2 Configuring SweeterSync easily
The configuration tab consists several sections. After you modify something, the settings won’t
go live automatically. You should save the settings in the bottom of the window and then restart
the SweeterSync service to make live your changes. SweeterSync Dashboard always make a
backup from the configuration file before saving. The backup file created to the same folder
where SweeterSync is installed.

4.2.1 License
You can select the license type and set the license information if necessary. Then you can
check your credentials with the “Check license” button. Without a valid license information
SweeterSync service won’t synchronize anything.

4.2.2 Exchange settings
Setting up an exchange server to be able to synchronize items with the CRM is a multiple step
process. You should properly configure the autodiscover functionality and the impersonation.
(You can read more about these topics in our wiki page: SweeterSync Wiki.) After you set up
the exchange server, you should configure SweeterSync. You will need the exchange host url,
the impersonation user credentials and the administrator email address.
You also need to set the version of the exchange server, but SweeterSync Dashboard can help
identify the version number. Just provide the exchange host url and the impersonation user
credentials and click on the “Get exchange version” button. The exchange version number will
automatically set to the perfect choice. After saving your settings you can check whether
SweeterSync can connect to exchange in the “Service” tab (see above section 4.1).
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4.2.3 CRM settings
Set up CRM is much easier than exchange server. You should only provide the soap url (which
always ends with “custom/service/v4_1_custom/soap.php”), the user credentials which you want
to use to connect SweeterSync to your CRM system, and your CRM login url. After saving your
settings you can check whether SweeterSync can connect to CRM in the “Service” tab (see
above section 4.1).

4.2.4 Base folders setting
SweeterSync will synchronize CRM modules to and / or from custom Exchange folders. These
folders will show in Outlook also. You can configure the folder’s names in the “Base folders
setting” section in the Dashboard. The image below shows the default settings of these folders,
but you can modify it to properly fit to your needs.
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4.2.5 Active/Inactive folders setting
Cases, opportunities and projects break down active and inactive folders in Outlook. You can
define the folder names in the “Active/Inactive folders setting” section. You can get more
information about this topic in the “5.7 Folder items synchronization” section, below in this text.

4.2.6 Appointments setting
CRM meetings and calls will be synchronized to the Outlook calendar. These appointments
have got a special category. SweeterSync will create two categories in Outlook. One for the
meetings and one for the calls. If an appointment has got one of these categories SweeterSync
will synchronize it with the CRM. The category’s name can be defined in the appointment
configuration section:

4.2.7 Multithreading settings
For better performance SweeterSync can synchronize items in multiple threads. Be careful with
these settings because if you set a too big number for threads your server can slow down
dramatically. The default value of threads is 4. Try this value in your test environment and adjust
it if your server is slow down.
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4.2.8 Other setting
Groping settings, email synchronization modes, synchronization fault number and contacts
synchronization mode can be set in “Other settings”. You can get more information about
grouping in the “5.7 Folder items synchronization” section later in this text.
Synchronization fault number means if a user synchronization failed the user’s fault number is
increase by one. If in the next synchronization also fails, the fault number increase by one
again. If the user reaches the maximum fault number, SweeterSync will send an email about
this event to the administrator and skip every time the user while the user’s fault number is
equal the maximum numbers of fault. If the fault number is set to zero, this feature is turns off.

4.2.9 Custom categories
With custom categories you can define custom synchronization operations for appointments.
You can read more about this feature in the “5.6 Appointment synchronization method” section
under the “Custom category synchronization” later in the next chapter.
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4.4 Help
Help tab only an information page. “Get Help” button redirect you to the SweeterSync Wiki
page. The “Report an issue” button force to write an email to the SweeterSync customer
service. If you have any difficulties don’t hesitate to contact us!

5. How to use the service
In this section you can find useful information to manage the services of SweeterSync after the
installation.

5.1 How to configure an impersonated user
Exchange Impersonation is used in scenarios in which a single account needs to access many
accounts. Exchange Impersonation is generally configured as one-to-many: one service
account (SweeterSync) to many user accounts. You can configure an account to impersonate a
broad set of users, such as an entire mailbox database.
Exchange Impersonation is different than Windows Impersonation. Windows Impersonation is
an operating system concept that requires you to set Kerberos constrained delegation.
Exchange Impersonation is a simpler authorization mechanism that is designed for use only
within Exchange Web Services (EWS).
An administrator is able to configure impersonation on behalf of a service account, and grant
that service account impersonation rights over many mailboxes. Individual users cannot
manage who does or does not have impersonation rights over their mailboxes. Exchange
Impersonation can only be used through Exchange Web Services. The caller (authenticated
user) indicates which user they want to impersonate in the SOAP header.
In the following link you can find a detailed description about how can you configure
impersonation: https://msdn.microsoft.com/ENUS/library/office/dn722376%28v=exchg.150%29.aspx

5.2 How synchronization process works
For performance purposes the service saves the last synchronization date and time in a custom
field for each user (“Exchange last synch date”) and synchronizes only the modified items from
the last synchronization date and time. In the first run all the items will be synchronized,
because the last synchronization date and time is empty. The very first synchronization of a
user can take several hours, depending on the amount of information. From the second
synchronization, only the modified items will be synchronized.
If you need to resynchronize a user, you can edit the user’s “Exchange last synch date” field,
enter an empty string and save the user. Please keep in mind that the first synchronization is
time-consuming!

5.3 How to synchronize a user
After the installation of the service, you can easily configure a user for synchronization:
1. Log in to SuiteCRM as an administrator who can edit user accounts
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2. Go to Studio from the administration menu

3. Add “exchange_” prefixed fields to user’s edit view layout and detail view layout

4. Don’t forget, to save and deploy each layout!
5. Go to User management

6. Select a user and fill in the principal name. Then check in which modules would you like
to synchronize. In this example the service will synchronize only contacts, tasks and
meetings. Meetings deletion is disabled, while contacts and tasks deletion is enabled.
Which means if the user deletes a meeting from SuiteCRM the meeting won’t be deleted
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in Outlook and vice-versa.

7. Save the user. Start SweeterSync service and wait until the synchronization starts.

5.4 How to disable the synchronization of a module
As you can see in the section “4.3 How to synchronize a user” you can configure in each user
whether a module is synchronized or not. Various custom fields are displayed in the user edit
view layout (if you can’t see the “Exchange” prefix fields, you should enable it via Studio) and
you can check or uncheck each module for synchronization.
E.g. if the “Exchange synch contacts” field is checked, the contacts module will be synchronized
for the user. If the “Exchange synch contacts” field is NOT checked, the contacts module will not
be synchronized for the user. The configuration for each user should be done separately, so you
can enable contact synchronization in user A and disable it in user B.
The second way to disable a synchronization of a Suite module is to define a Suite Role which
does not allow to the user to manage the module. You can set roles in the administration page
through the "Role Management" function. Then you can assign roles to "Security Groups" and
assign the user (which you specified in the SweeterSync configuration file) to the same Security
Group which contains the role.
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For example, if you check the "Exchange synch accounts" checkbox, but disable the Accounts
module through a role, SweeterSync will not synchronize the module. So the role setting is
"stronger".

5.5 How to use group synchronization
SweeterSync determines to whom e.g. an account should be synchronized based on
SuiteCRM's "assigned to" field. That implies that an account can only be synchronized to one
Exchange account.
To be able to synchronize the account to a group of people we created a group synchronization
feature.
This applies to the following modules:








Accounts
Contacts
Opportunities
Cases
Meetings
Calls
Tasks

To configure group synchronization please ensure that:



the field "enable_exchange_group_sync_c" has been included in dialogs for
SecurityGroups.
the configuration of Windows Service is configured to support group synchronization

All that needs to be done, is to create a SecurityGroup and to include the users that should
share synchronized data and to flag this group enable_exchange_group_sync_c = true.

You can read more about grouping in the following link:
https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/Enable_Group_Synchronization

5.6 Appointment synchronization method
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Base method
In SuiteCRM holds “Calls” and “Meetings” modules, which are called “Appointments” in Outlook.
Calls and Meetings will be synchronized to Outlook Calendar. So Calls and Meetings will be an
Appointment in Outlook calendar. The only differences between these items in Outlook arethe
category color or name.
SweeterSync service will create two custom categories: “CRM Calls”, “CRM Meetings”. If an
appointment is categorized as “CRM Calls”, the service will synchronize it as a SuiteCRM Call
item. Please keep in mind that you can set multiple categories in Outlook for one calendar item!
If you set “CRM Calls” and “CRM Meetings” categories too, the service maybe synchronizes the
item in a wrong way.
This means if you create a calendar item in Outlook and set the category to “CRM Meetings”,
the item will be synchronized as a SuiteCRM Meetings item. And if you create a Meetings item
in SuiteCRM, the service will set the “CRM Meetings” category for this item in the
synchronization process.

Synchronization of description
Appointment’s description synchronization has got a configuration value
(appointmentDescriptionFieldSyncType). The description of this option can be found in the
following section: 5.2 SweeterSync configuration file description / Appointments section

Custom category synchronization
Appointments have a very special behavior, called Custom Categories. This can be configured
via the SweeterSync configuration file. Please find a practical example below. Consider that we
have the following settings in our configuration file:

<CustomCategories>
<ConfigValue ForModule="Meetings" CategoryName="Phone appointment" CrmFieldName="meetingtyp_c" CrmFieldValue="phoneapp"/>
<ConfigValue ForModule="Meetings" CategoryName="Webconference" CrmFieldName="meetingtyp_c" CrmFieldValue="webconf"/>
<ConfigValue ForModule="Meetings" CategoryName="Other" CrmFieldName="meetingtyp_c" CrmFieldValue="other"/>

</CustomCategories>
The “ForModule” means the configuration is a Meeting configuration (this field can be “Calls”
instead of “Meetings”). “CategoryName” holds a real category name from Outlook. E.g. “Phone
appointment” category can be found in Outlook categories. IMPORTANT: the category name
should be the exact name of the Outlook category; in this case the category name is upper
case. If you missspellthe category name, the feature won’t work.
CrmFieldName is a valid field name from SuiteCRM. Double check that you inserted the valid
name of the field! CrmFieldValue is a value what will be set in the CrmField. Go back to the
example!
If you createan appointment and set its category to “Phone appointment” (see example), then
SweeterSync will create a meeting item in SuiteCRM. SweeterSync will set the “meetingtyp_c”
field to “phoneapp” at this item in SuiteCRM.
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But if you createa meeting in Outlook and set the category to “Webconference”, it will become a
meeting item in SuiteCRM set as “meetingtyp_c” field to “webconf” after the synchronization
process. If you change the category, the “meetingtyp_c” field’s value will be changed too.

5.7 Folder items synchronization
There are three types of modules which can be categorized into active and inactive folders
(below the main folder, e.g. “CRM Cases”). These modules are Cases, Opportunities and
Projects. These modules synchronization process is nearly the same. Below you will find an
example for synchronization of cases.
Cases can be shown in Outlook as a folder in the email view. The default main folder name is
“CRM Cases”. Under this folder, there are two folders: “Active”, “Inactive”. Below these folders
the cases are sorted by a specific grouping method. You can define the grouping in
SweeterSync’s configuration file (“casesGroupRule”). E.g. Consider the following configuration:
casesGroupRule=”name”. The cases will be simply visible with their names in the folder
structure.
When SweeterSync synchronizes a case, it picks up the “Portal Status” value by default. This
dropdown can be “Open” or “Closed”. If the value is “Open”, the case will be dropped to the
“Active” folder. If Portal Status is “Closed”, case will be dropped to the “Inactive” folder.

Grouping configuration
You can configure the grouping mode of the modules (Cases, Opportunities, Projects) in the
SweeterSync’s configuration file or by the SweeterSync Dashboard. The following table shows
the possibilities:
Configuration name
Cases

casesGroupRule
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Configuration Description
value
name
Cases will be broken down into
Active and Inactive folders,
however no further grouping will
occur.
account
Cases will be broken down into
Active and Inactive folders
however, both Active and
Inactive folders will have folders
for each
Account in the system, and
cases will be grouped under the
accounts they belong to
created
Each case will be grouped under
a folder named after the date the
opportunity was created.
If no opportunity was created in a
given month, no folder will be
created for that month. Folder
names are given in a YYYY-MM
pattern.
firstletter
The case will be grouped by its
first letter. Folder names are
21

Opportunities opportunitiesGroupRule name

account

created

closing

firstletter

assigneduser

Projects

projectsGroupRule

name

created
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done in groups of three (E.g.: AB-C
Opportunities will be broken
down into Active and Inactive
folders, however no further
grouping will occur.
Opportunities will be broken
down into Active and Inactive
folders
however, both Active and
Inactive folders will have folders
for each
Account in the system, and
opportunities will be grouped
under the accounts they belong
to
Each opportunity will be grouped
under a folder named after the
date the opportunity was created.
If no opportunity was created in a
given month, no folder will be
created for that month. Folder
names are given in a YYYY-MM
pattern.
It works similarly to "Created".
However as opposed to
"Created" this option groups
opportunities by the date they will
be closed. If an opportunity's due
date changes, the opportunity will
be moved to a different folder,
according to its due date.
The opportunity will be grouped
by its first letter. Folder names
are done in groups of three (E.g.:
A-B-C)
The opportunity will be grouped
by the assigned user. The
opportunities will be displayed
under the user's name (e.g.
"John Dow (john@email.com)")
Projects will be broken down into
Active and Inactive folders,
however no further grouping will
occur.
Each project will be grouped
under a folder named after the
date the project was created.
If no project was created in a
given month, no folder will be

closing

firstletter

assigneduser

created for that month. Folder
names are given in a YYYY-MM
pattern.
It works similarly to "Created".
However as opposed to
"Created" this option groups
projects by the date they will be
closed. If a project's due date
changes, the project will be
moved to a different folder,
according to its due date.
The project will be grouped by its
first letter. Folder names are
done in groups of three (E.g.: AB-C)
The project will be grouped by
the assigned user. The projects
will be displayed under the user's
name (e.g. "John Dow
(john@email.com)")

Email attachments
Why do we use folder? Because emails can be attached to these items. Attach an email by
simply drag and drop the email to a Case, Opportunity or Project. SweeterSync will synchronize
the email as a note attachment in SuiteCRM. The synchronization work in one way: emails
synchronized only from Outlook to SuiteCRM. Emails will be linked to their recipients and
accounts also.

Project Synchronization
Project synchronization is differing from Cases and Opportunities synchronization, because the
project related tasks are synchronized too. The task name follows these rules:



If the task has an ID (which can be seen in the Gantt chart), the task name will be “ID –
TaskName”
If the task has no id, the task name will be “n/a – TaskName [SuiteCRMID]”

Why use SweeterSync these naming rules? Because in Exchange there can’t be two directories
with the same name. SweeterSync follows these naming rules, because Exchange doesn’t
accept two directories with the same name.

5.8 Extra Sugar Configuration feature for Active/Inactive items
You can set an extra configuration value in the “config_override.php” SuiteCRM configuration
file. With this option you can override the default synchronization method of the active and
inactive items. It should follow the syntactic below:
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$sugar_config['sweetersyncconfig'] =
array (
'module_name' => 'Opportunities',
'is_built_in_field' => 'true',
'field_name' => 'sales_stage',
'inactive_values' => 'Closed Won,Needs Analysis',
'active_values' => 'Closed Lost,Decision Makers'

);
This configuration influences the Opportunites synchronization process. The “module_name”
can be Cases too. The “is_built_in_field” value can be true or false. True means the
“field_name” holds a built in field, not a custom field. The “field_name” holds the SuiteCRM field
name. The “inactive_values” and “active_values” holds the defined SuiteCRM field possible
values.
This means, when SweeterSync synchronizes an opportunity (module_name=’Opportunities’),
the service will get the “sales_stage” fields (“field_name”) value. If the value is “Closed Won” or
“Needs Analysis” the opportunity will be synchronized to the active folder. If the value is “Closed
Lost” or “Decision Makers” then the opportunity is synchronized to the inactive folder.
IMPORTANT: double check the values and the syntactic. If you miss type something SuiteCRM
will only show a white screen.

5.9 Task synchronization
Task synchronization is nearly the same as cases, but there are some differences. Task will be
appearing under To-Do List in Outlook. Task uses also a folder structure, but it doesn’t contain
active and inactive folders. Tasks will be synchronized by default to the following directory:
“CRM Tasks” And tasks also have grouping options, which you can find in the table below:
Configuration
Configuration Description
name
value
tasksGroupRule name
No further will occur.
contact
Tasks will be grouped under a folder named after the
Contact they belong to
duedate
Tasks will be grouped under their due date, if a given
task's due date changes, the task will be moved to the
correct folder. Folders are named in a YYYY-MM
pattern.
You can attach files to a Tasks. These files will also be synchronized and linked to the task in
the SuiteCRM side.

5.10 Email synchronization
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Email synchronization is simple, because SweeterSync creates a folder in email view (default
name of the folder is “CRM Emails”) and the emails dropped to this folder will be synchronized
to SuiteCRM. The email will be linked to their recipients in SuiteCRM.

5.11 User banning from synchronization process
If a user can’t be synchronized in one synchronization process, SweeterSync will increase
“exchange_fault_number_c” (custom Suite CRM field on each Users) number. If a user can’t be
synchronized five times (can be customize in the configuration file: “userMaxFaultNumber”) in a
row, Sweeter will send an email (to the email address which set in the config file –
“adminEmailAddress”) about this action.
A user synchronization can be failed because of incorrect settings or inaccurate user data. Eg. if
a user makes a custom folder under “CRM Cases” in outlook, and then make a SuiteCRM case
with the same name as the folder, SweeterSync will break the synchronization of cases. This
means the user fault number will increase.
If user userMaxFaultNumber is set to zero in the configuration file (or in the Dashboard), the
feature is turn off.
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6. Additional information
In this section you can find additional information about installation, created custom fields in
SuiteCRM, configuration settings description and useful links.

6.1 Available fields in SuiteCRM after installation
After the installation you will find several custom fields in the system. This is a list about these
fields. For more information please visit our Wiki page:
https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/Available_Fields_in_SuiteCRM

Users
exchange_synch_accounts_c, exchange_synch_calls_c, exchange_synch_cases_emails_c,
exchange_synch_contacts_c, exchange_synch_emails_c, exchange_synch_meetings_c,
exchange_synch_tasks_c, exchange_last_synch_c, exchange_principal_name_c,
exchange_sync_opp_group_c, acc_con_group_rule_c, acc_con_exchangegroup_rule_c,
exchange2_sync_opp_group_c, exchange_fault_number_c, exchange_language_c,
exchange_synch_accounts_delete_c, exchange_synch_calls_delete_c,
exchange_synch_contacts_delete_c, exchange_synch_meetings_delete_c,
exchange_synch_opportunities_emails_c, exchange_synch_project_c,
exchange_synch_tasks_delete_c, exchange_synch_tasks_last_group_rule_c,
exchange_syncstate_c

Accounts
exchange_synch_c, exchange_id_c, exchange_synched_c, exchange_lastmodified_date_c

Contacts
exchange_synch_c, exchange_id_c, exchange_synched_c, exchange_lastmodified_date_c

Meetings
exchange_id_c, exchange_synched_c, exchange_lastmodified_date_c

Calls
exchange_id_c, exchange_synched_c, exchange_lastmodified_date_c

Tasks
exchange_synch_c, exchange_id_c, exchange_synched_c, exchange_lastmodified_date_c

Notes
exchange_synched_c, exchange_id_c

Opportunities
exchange_unique_id_c

Projects
exchange_unique_id_c

SecurityGroups
enable_exchange_group_sync
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6.2 SweeterSync configuration file description
The configuration is saved in SweeterSync.Service.exe.config, found in the installation directory.
It is an XML configuration file. The file contains comments that will help with the configuration of
the service. The configuration file has got a main section, called "sweeterSync". This section
holds the SweeterSync's behavior related settings. In this chapter we discuss each sections and
their configuration options. IMPORTANT: If you change configuration via configuration file you
might need to restart the service to bring changes into effect. And most of the time better to use
the SweeterSync Dashboard to make changes in the configuration file.

License section
This section holds the licensing information of SweeterSync. All fields are mandatory.
Item
companyName
licenseKey

Hint
The licensee's company name
Proper license key for the customer

Exchange section
This section holds the required settings for the Exchange connection.
Item
synchronizationInt
erval
enableUserGroupS
ynch
exchangeHost
exchangeVersion

exchangeDomain
exchangeUserNam
e
exchangePasswor
d

adminEmailAddres
s

Hint
This amount of seconds will hold, before
each synchronization cycle is start
Switch group sync feature on/off - if it is
turn on users can see their group
member's items
The request URL of the exchange server
Exchange version number

Domain of the exchange user
User name of the exchange user (can
bean impersonated user)
Password of the exchange user (encoded
and can be generated with the help of
ExchangeSynchronization.PasswordEncr
ypter.exe)
Send notifications regarding service to
(sample: xyz@suitedemo.com)

Valid values
Not mandatory, default
value “5”
Not mandatory, default
value “false”
Mandatory
Mandatory,Exchange2007
_SP1, Exchange2010,
Exchange2010_SP1,
Exchange2010_SP2,
Exchange2013,
Exchange2013_SP1
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

SuiteCRM section
This section holds the required settings for the Exchange connection. All fields are mandatory.
Hint
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suiteSoapUrl
suiteUserName
suitePassword
suiteLoginUrl

The custom API URL of the CRM (sample:
"http://[site]/custom/service/v4_1_custom/soap.php")
User name of the CRM user
Password of the CRM user (encoded and can be generated with the
help of ExchangeSynchronization.PasswordEncrypter.exe)
The normal login URL of the CRM (sample: "http://[site]/index.php")

Directories section
These settings can be used to modify the folder names of synchronized items in Exchange.
Item
accountsDirectory

Hint
The exchange folder name of the
synchronized accounts

contactsDirectory

The exchange folder name of the
synchronized contacts

emailsDirectory

The exchange folder name of the
synchronized emails

tasksDirectory

The exchange folder name of the
synchronized tasks

casesDirectory

The exchange folder name of the
synchronized cases

opportunitiesDirectory

The exchange folder name of the
synchronized opportunities

projectsDirectory

Exchange folder name of the
synchronized projects

groupByFieldIsEmptyDirectory If you set a grouping field and the field
has got no value, this value will be used
instead. E.g. you set
tasksGroupRule="contact" but the
synchronized item does not have a
contact value,
groupByFieldIsEmptyDirectory field value
will be used instead.

Mandatory
No, default
value "CRM
Accounts"
No, default
value "CRM
Contacts"
No, default
value "CRM
Emails"
No, default
value "CRM
Tasks"
No, default
value "CRM
Cases"
No, default
value "CRM
Opportunities"
No, default
value "CRM
Projects"
No, default
value "n/a"

Appointments section
These settings are used in the appointments synchronization process.
Item
callsCategoryName

Hint
You should set this
category name for an
appointment in
Exchange to synchronize
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Valid values
Not mandatory, default value "CRM
Calls"

meetingsCategoryName

appointmentDescription
FieldSyncType

the appointment as a
CRM call
You should set this
category name for an
appointment in
Exchange to synchronize
the appointment as a
CRM meeting
You can set the
synchronization mode of
the appointments
description / body filed.

Not mandatory, default value "CRM
Meetings"

Mandatory
 removehtml - synchronize
the description vica-versa
and wipe out the html code
 discardcrm - synchronize
the description only from
Outlook to CRM. So we
discard the CRM side
modifications
 discardexchange synchronize the description
only from CRM to Outlook.
So we discard the Outlook
side modifications
usehtml -synchronize the
description vica-versa and
leave the html codes in the
description (it will be ugly
sometimes in CRM side and
after modification could be
ugly in Outlook)

ActiveInactiveDirectories section
These settings can be used to modify the folder names of synchronized (active/inactive) items in
Exchange.
Item

Hint

Mandatory

casesActiveDirectory

The name of the Exchange folder of the
active case items
casesInactiveDirectory
The name of the Exchange folder of the
inactive case items
opportunitiesActiveDirectory
The name of the Exchange folder of the
active opportunity items
opportunitiesInactiveDirectory The name of the Exchange folder of the
inactive opportunity items
projectsActiveDirectory
Exchange folder name of active project
items
projectsInactiveDirectory
Exchange folder name of the inactive
project items
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No, default
value "Active"
No, default
value "Inactive"
No, default
value "Active"
No, default
value "Inactive"
No, default
value "Active"
No, default
value "Inactive"

OtherSettings section
This section holds several other settings. All fields are mandatory.
Item
tasksGroupRule

Hint
The rule by which the
tasks will be grouped

casesGroupRule

The rule by which the
cases will be grouped

opportunitiesGro
upRule

The rule by which the
opportunities will be
grouped
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Valid values
 name - Tasks will not be grouped
at all
 contact - Tasks will be grouped
under a folder named after the
Contact they belong to
 duedate - Tasks will be grouped
under their due date, if a given
task's due date changes, the task
will be moved to the correct folder
(Folders are named in a YYYY-MM
pattern)
 account - Cases will be broken
down into Active and Inactive
folders, however both Active and
Inactive folders will have folders for
each Account in the system, and
opportunities will be grouped under
the accounts they belong to
 created - Each case will be
grouped under a folder named
after the date the case was
created. If no case was created in
a given month, no folder will be
created for that month. (Folders
are named in a YYYY-MM
pattern)firstletter - The case will
be grouped by its first letter (Folder
names are done in groups of three
(eg.: A-B-C))
 name - Cases will be broken down
into Active and Inactive folders,
however no further grouping will
occur.
 account - Opportunities will be
broken down into Active and
Inactive folders, however both
Active and Inactive folders will
have folders for each Account in
the system, and opportunities will
be grouped under the accounts
they belong to
 created - Each opportunity will be
grouped under a folder named
after the date the opportunity was
created. If no opportunity was
created in a given month, no folder
30









projectsGroupRul
e

The rule by which the
projects will be grouped
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will be created for that month.
(Folders are named in a YYYY-MM
pattern)
closing - It works similarly to
"Created". However as opposed to
"Created" this option groups
opportunities by the date they will
be closed. If an opportunity's due
date changes, the opportunity will
be moved to a different folder,
according to its due date.
firstletter - The opportunity will be
grouped by its first letter. Folder
names are done in groups of three
(E.g.: A-B-C)
assigneduser - The opportunity
will be grouped by the assigned
user. The opportunities will be
displayed under the user's name
(eg: "John Dow
(john@email.com)")
name - Opportunities will be
broken down into Active and
Inactive folders, however no further
grouping will occur.
account - Projects will be broken
down into Active and Inactive
folders, however both Active and
Inactive folders will have folders for
each Account in the system, and
projects will be grouped under the
accounts they belong to
created - Each project will be
grouped under a folder named
after the date the project was
created. If no project was created
in a given month, no folder will be
created for that month. (Folders
are named in a YYYY-MM pattern)
closing - It works similarly to
"Created". However as opposed to
"Created" this option groups
projects by the date they will be
closed. If an project’s due date
changes, the project will be moved
to a different folder, according to its
due date.
firstletter - The project will be
grouped by its first letter. Folder





attachMailsInFold
ers

enableSyncEmail
sAsEmlAttachme
nt
useSyncWithOutl
ookForContacts

userMaxFaultNu
mber

names are done in groups of three
(E.g.: A-B-C)
assigneduser - The project will be
grouped by the assigned user. The
projects will be displayed under the
user's name (eg: "John Dow
(john@email.com)")
name - Projects will be broken
down into Active and Inactive
folders, however no further
grouping will occur.

Syncronize emails from
the "CRM Opportunities"
and the “CRM Projects”
Outlook folders
Enable attaching email
content as an .eml file to
the email
If TRUE the flag
Sync_with_outlook will be
used, if False the
sync_with_exchange will
be used
The number of faulting
synchronizations per user,
that excludes the user
from the synchronization
cycle.

ThreadSettings section
This section holds information about threading. Be careful, because wrong settings can freeze
CRM, Exchange or SweeterSync servers! All fields are mandatory.
Hint
numberOfThreads

Number of concurrent threads running.
Optimal value is 4.
Idle time in milliseconds in thread waiting
process.

idleTimeInMs

CustomCategories section
You can set several custom categories for appointments. If you set one of these categories in
an appointment in the exchange calendar, the specified field will be set to the specified value in
CRM. Eg. CategoryName="Test", CrmFieldName="myfield_c" and CrmFieldValue="myValue".If
an appointment has got the "Test" category, the appointment's "myfield_c" will be set to
"myValue"under the synchronization process. All fields are mandatory.
Item

Hint
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ForModule

Which module should affect this setting

Meetings,
Calls

CategoryName The exchange category name - which you should set in
your exchange manually (the names should be exactly
the same in the configuration file and in exchange)
CrmFieldName This is the exact field name of the CRM which will be set it can be a custom or a built in field too
CrmFieldValue This value will be set in the CRM field - if this field is a
dropdownlist with specified values, you should take care
of the values here!

6.3 Useful links
The following links could be useful:







System Requirements https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/System_Requirements
Exchange impersonation - https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/office/dn722377%28v=exchg.150%29.aspx
MySQL settings https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/MySQL_settings
How to map SuiteCRM to Exchange https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/Mapping_SuiteCRM_and_Excha
nge
Group Synchronization https://sweetersync.dtbc.eu/sweetersyncwiki/index.php/Enable_Group_Synchronization
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